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America’s love affair with light pickups, SUVs and 
crossovers is in full bloom. 

This segment is no longer the purview of farmers, ranchers 
and construction workers. More than ever, hockey moms, 
family men, weekend warriors and individuals looking for 
their piece of the American dream now drive a pickup, SUV or 
crossover or is considering getting one. 

To feed the consumer’s growing appetite, manufacturers are 
building more of this class of vehicle than ever. Yet, dealers can’t get 
enough product to satisfy demand. Until now, the impact being made 
by this tidal surge of small-truck passion was not really being discussed.

No state was better suited to host this discussion than Minnesota, 
which boasts an impressive 82% rate of trucks sold as new vehicles.

The fi rst Truck Summit was both a celebration of trucks and a study of their 
future. The Twin Cities Auto Show was thrilled to partner with Automotive 
News to drive this conversation in this inaugural event.

Surrounded by trucks, SUVs and crossovers at the Minneapolis Convention 
Center, we discussed the appeal of these vehicles, examined the data and opined 
on their future. However, we only scratched the surface. 

As consumer interest continues to evolve, the annual National Truck Summit at the 
Twin Cities Auto Show plans to be on hand to keep the discussion alive. 

We hope you can join us next year.
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general hauling of materials and 
utilitarian transportation.”

“It’s fantastic,” added Jay 
Sackett, executive program 
manager for Toyota Motor 
North America. “When I 
started with Toyota back in 
1994, we didn’t even have a 
Tundra [pickup], which didn’t 

come along until the late 
1990s.”
Many factors 

have come together to 
kindle the consumer-truck romance, 
including lower gasoline prices coupled 
with improvements in fuel economy. 
It’s almost shocking how some pickups, 
for instance, have morphed from gas 
guzzlers to relative fuel sippers.

Consider the 3.0-liter EcoDiesel 
engine available in the Ram 1500 series 
of light-duty trucks. Aided by an eight-
speed automatic transmission, the truck 
gets 32 mpg on the highway. Coupled with a 33-gallon 
gas tank, the truck boasts a range of more than 1,000 
miles, Ryan Nagode, chief designer for Ram trucks at 
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, told summit attendees.

The severe economic downturn a decade ago also 
may have spurred the growth in truck deliveries by 
changing consumers’ vehicle-buying habits, Nagode 
said.

“It forced people to maybe realize that they needed 
to condense—maybe buy one vehicle that does 
multiple jobs,” he said. “And that’s where the truck has 
really gained momentum. We have a great conquest-
to-defection ratio, and a lot of that’s coming from each 
of those vehicle segments”—cars, SUVs and minivans.

FILLING THE ‘WHITE SPACE’
The good news for consumers and 

dealers alike is that automakers, driven 
by the old follow-the-money maxim, 
are introducing a slew of new, niche-
oriented vehicles. Trucks command 
higher profi t margins than cars, pushing 
automakers—both established brands 
and brash startups—to boldly fi ll the 
empty “white space” nestled between 
already-established models.

Whether newcomers or revived nameplates, these 
white-space entrants abound. Take Tesla’s provocative 
Cybertruck, for starters. Or the Hyundai Santa Cruz, a 
compact crossover pickup in the works. Or the revival 

Back in the 1940s, psychologist Abraham Maslow 
developed his now-famous, pyramid-shaped hierarchy 
of needs—fi ve things he theorized were essential to the 
human condition. 

For Americans, perhaps it’s time to make room for a 
sixth: light trucks.

Consumers’ unabashed desire for all things truck is 
one of the more remarkable developments in the auto 
industry over the past decade, especially considering 
the state of the light-vehicle market in 2009. 

The numbers speak for themselves: Over the past 
decade, sales of pickups more than doubled, to 3.1 
million in 2019 from 1.4 million in 2009, according to 
fi gures compiled by JATO Dynamics North America, 
which helps automakers price and spec vehicles.

Drilling a little deeper into the numbers, crossovers 
and SUVs showed even more dramatic growth, with 
sales jumping to 7.9 million in 2019 from 2.8 million 
in 2009—a roughly 182 percent increase. And when 
combined, the overall light-truck segment—vans, 
SUVs, crossovers and pickups—generated sales of 12.3 
million in 2019 or about 72 percent of the 17.1 million 
vehicles sold.

Even further evidence of the truck renaissance 

comes from the Edmunds Truck Report 2020. Full-
size trucks accounted for 14.5 percent of the new light 
vehicles sold in 2019—an all-time high. And sales of 
midsize trucks skyrocketed 124 percent during the past 
decade, the report said.

CONSUMER HEAVEN
“The landscape that we have 

today is pretty awesome,” JATO 
North America President Matt 
Weiss said of the light-truck 
stampede. Weiss was a 
featured speaker at the 
National Truck Summit, 
hosted by the Twin Cities 
Auto Show in Minneapolis 
and sponsored by the Greater 
Metropolitan Automobile 
Dealers Association of 
Minnesota and Automotive News. 

“SUVs, crossovers and pickup 
trucks have become staples on our roads,” 
Weiss said, “used for adventure, off-road activities, 

GLORY DAYS
Light-truck stampede brings consumers a dazzling array of new choices

“It forced people to 
maybe realize that they 

needed to condense—
maybe buy one vehicle 

that does multiple jobs”
- Ryan Nagode

WEISS

SACKETT
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of venerable chestnuts such as the Chevrolet Trailblazer 
and Ford Bronco—not to mention the intro of a baby 
brother, the Bronco Sport.

Jeep has resurrected a pickup in the Gladiator, and 
Ford has revived the Ranger. Also in the works: a midsize 
pickup from Ram and a Ford baby pickup slotted below 
the Ranger. 

Even Bentley, Peugeot and Volvo are considering 
entering the ring with more SUVs, while the Jeep 
Wagoneer and Grand Wagoneer are back on the 
drawing board at FCA.

Moreover, experts predict that even more tantalizing 
prototypes will keep appearing as automakers try to 
sate the appetites of adventure-
minded millennials and Gen-Zers for 
these sporty, utilitarian and high-tech 
rides.

“The neat thing about white space 
is you’re talking about appealing to a 
customer base that doesn’t exist,” 
Weiss said. “And from a lens forward, 
I believe there always are pockets 
where we can excite consumers if we 
get it right—really get it right.”

As evidence, Wiess cited 
crossovers and SUVs, which he said were “a bet—a 
gamble” over the past decade, as well as hybrid-engine 
technology.

Tim Stoehr, the North American truck regional 

product line manager for Ford Motor Co., isn’t quite 
as bullish. “In a market this crowded, it’s hard to fi nd 
white space,” Stoehr said. “But it does happen once in 
a while, like the Raptor and the fi rst SuperCrew F-150 
[in 2001]. Even the Expedition was a real game-changer 
when it fi rst came out.”

NO END IN SIGHT
How long can the truck gold rush last? A lot will 

depend on factors such as fuel prices, the health of 
the U.S. economy and consumers’ acceptance of EVs, 
experts say.

But judging from just the new 
wave of electrifi ed-truck entrants 
alone—companies such as Tesla, 
Rivian (which received signifi cant 
investments from Ford and Amazon), 
Lordstown Motors Corp., Nikola 
Motor Co. and Bollinger Motors—it’s 
still game-on, no brake lights in sight.

Moreover, manufacturers’ 
suggested retail prices for trucks—as 
good an indicator as any of market 
health—keep steadily increasing. 

“They’ve gone up and they’ve gone up at a rate higher 
than infl ation,” Weiss said. “When manufacturers set 
those MSRPs, they’re very sensitive to what’s going to 
happen in the marketplace. So this shows that there’s 
confi dence and optimism in the segment.”

“And from a lens forward, 
I believe there always are 

pockets where we can 
excite consumers if we get 
it right—really get it right.”

- Matt Weiss
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Boyadjis said.
Furthermore, those driverless vehicles will account 

for the majority of those 100 billion ride-sharing miles 
traveled by 2030, he said.

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
Automakers are investing billions of dollars to 

develop autonomous vehicles and mobility services. 
They’re also forming partnerships with ride-sharing 
carriers, sometimes sidestepping dealerships in 
the process. Witness the commitment of Google’s 
ride-sharing subsidiary, Waymo, to buy as many as 
62,000 self-driving Chrysler Pacifi ca minivans, a deal 
potentially worth more than $2 billion for Fiat Chrysler 
Automobiles.

And that’s where electrifi cation steps into the 
equation, Boyadjis said. Shared-mobility carriers—Lyft, 
Uber, Waymo, Ola, Didi and the like—are increasingly 
driving the design of autonomous vehicles, which 
will likely be podlike units aimed primarily at carrying 
passengers and delivering goods.

The carriers’ primary goal is to decrease the cost 
of owning and operating large fl eets of autonomous 
vehicles. Electric platforms, which require less 
maintenance and eliminate the high costs associated 
with fuel and drivers, help achieve that goal, Boyadjis 
said.

Here’s where the last piece of the puzzle—
connectivity—falls into place. “It’s kind of the catalyst 
that holds this all together,” Boyadjis said.

How? For starters, consider that the 3 million or so 
lines of computer code that allow autonomous vehicles 
to drive themselves will require periodic over-the-air 
updates, just like cellphones and software.

In addition, electrifi ed powertrains generate “tons 
and tons and tons of data,” Boyadjis added. In fact, the 
global consulting fi rm McKinsey & Co. estimates that 
connected cars will create up to 25 GB of data per hour. 
That prodigious stream of intel will help automakers 
improve vehicle performance. 

And connectivity is the glue that holds it all together, 
Boyadjis said.

WINDS OF CHANGE
The main upshot of all the technological 

convergence? Decreased revenue from vehicle sales 
and service as young adults eschew car ownership and 
manufacturers sell fl eets of vehicles directly to mobility 
providers. In addition, digital connectivity—think over-
the-air updates—will diminish dealers’ traditional role as 
customer managers and reduce customer touchpoints, 

Boyadjis noted.
 “I would argue that you [dealers] have potentially 

the most disruption to your standard business model,” 
he said. “So you need to consider how this is impacting 
you because it will fundamentally change your revenue 
models going forward.”

All is not lost, however. The rise of large fl eets 
of autonomous vehicles will create a need for fl eet 
management services and service centers. And service 
might shift from dealership bays to on-site repairs, 
Boyadjis said.                                                            

As an example, he cited a partnership between 
AutoNation and Waymo in which the former provides 
on-site service for Waymo’s fl eet of Pacifi cas. The two 
partners also recently expanded the service agreement 
to include using Waymo driverless cars to deliver 
parts from AutoNation Toyota Tempe in Arizona to 
independent repair shops and other customers.

“It’s like a [Safelite] AutoGlass type of situation,” 
Boyadjis said. “That could be a positive because the 
dealer networks have that infrastructure in place today.”

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Dealerships also possess another built-in advantage: 

Real estate. 
The current mobile-carrier model relies on 

independent drivers who take their vehicles home. 
But as fl eets become driverless, carriers will need large 
parking areas—and land is expensive. Dealers can fi ll 
that void, Boyadjis said.

While noting he doesn’t want to sound like 
an alarmist, Boyadjis told Automotive News that 
dealerships must shift their focus from monthly and 
quarterly sales quotas to a big-picture perspective that 
takes into account these CASE technologies.

While the changes won’t happen tomorrow, they’re 
accelerating fast enough that dealers need to pay 
attention and start rethinking strategies.

“The people who build cars are investing tens of 
billions of dollars in what’s going to happen 10 years 
from now,” Boyadjis said. “So if dealership groups 
don’t want to be left behind, they’re going to have to 
think about investing in the future while still trying to 
maintain current revenues.

“Dealers already are seeing changes in revenue 
models, so why shouldn’t they be the ones to help 
drive the mobility revolution?”

8

Vehicle connectivity, autonomy, shared mobility 
and electrifi cation—commonly known by the acronym 
CASE—are converging in the automotive industry. In the 
decades ahead, the resulting impact will signifi cantly 
redefi ne the traditional dealership 
business model.

That’s the core message from 
Mark Boyadjis, global technology lead 
for automotive advisory services at 
IHS Markit, a market research fi rm. 
Boyadjis recently spoke at the fi rst 
National Truck Summit, hosted by the 
Twin Cities Auto Show in Minneapolis 

and sponsored by 
the Greater 

Metropolitan 
Automobile 

Dealers Association 
of Minnesota and 
Automotive News.

 “We’re not looking at 
a single trend that’s going 
to change a single part 

of the industry,” Boyadjis 
said. “It’s a multidimensional 

revolution, … multiple trends that are coming together 
and will impact the industry in a lot of different ways.”

Take shared mobility, for example. Millennials and 
their following cohort, Generation Z, are less interested 

in light-vehicle ownership. In fact, it’s 
not unusual nowadays for people to wait 
until their mid-20s to obtain a driver’s 
license, Boyadjis said.

As a result, ride-sharing is growing 
in popularity. The number of miles 
traveled by ride-sharing vehicles in 
North America should reach 26 billion 
in 2020 and jump to nearly 100 billion 
by 2031. While that 100 billion fi gure 
will represent only 3 percent of total 
vehicle miles traveled, Boyadjis said, 
there still will be “a signifi cant amount 

of autonomous-car sales volume attested to that.”
Moreover, the distain of younger consumers for 

car ownership also is affecting sales of personal light 
vehicles. IHS Markit forecasts relatively fl at growth in 
annual sales of personal vehicles in North America 
through 2030, hovering at about 16.2 million units. 
But during the same period, the research fi rm predicts 
12 percent annual growth for autonomous vehicles, 

 “We’re not looking at 
a single trend that’s 

going to change a single 
part of the industry... 

It’s a multidimensional 
revolution.”
- Mark Boyadjis

FOR CHANGE
Dealers must consider new long-term strategies as disruptive tech emerges

MAKING A CASE 

BOYADJIS
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“The range of numbers on this are gigantic,” Weiss 
told summit attendees.

COMPLEXITY NOT HURTING SALES
Driving this trend are consumers who clearly are 

interested in customizing and individualizing their 
trucks, he said.

While it may sound counterintuitive, all these 
configurations—which make manufacturing more 
complex and drive up vehicle costs—aren’t hurting 
sales in the segment. In fact, it almost appears to be a 
positive, Weiss said.

“It is a bit surprising, especially since there’s 
generally been a push for reduction of complexity 
during the last decade,” he told Automotive News. “This 
is where the truck segment really has acted more like 
a luxury segment, … allowing manufacturers to create 
some very interesting interior spaces in the cabin with 
leathers, woods and lighting.

“They also have great levels of customization 
suspension systems, wheels and hydraulics. They’re a 
blank canvas, ranging from day-to-day utility with no 
frills to luxurious drive settings, interior appointments 
and all the newest technologies available.

“In summary,” Weiss said, “trucks are extremely 
agile as a product, fitting a range of customer needs 
while still maintaining high margins for manufacturers 
that build them.”

AFFORDABILITY CONCERNS
But as the pace of technology quickens, it raises not 

only the specter of manufacturing complexity but also 
its nettlesome cousin, affordability. Automakers 

increasingly find themselves pinched between 
seemingly diametrically opposed goals: fulfilling 
consumers’ insatiable appetite for technology while at 
the same time keeping vehicles affordable.

According to Kelly Blue Book, the average transaction 
price of a light vehicle in December 2019 was $38,948 
and the average price of a full-size pickup $50,471.

In short, auto executives agree that prices can’t keep 
rising forever. In fact, Jim Hackett, CEO of Ford Motor 
Co., said one way to tamp down costs is through what 
he calls “reductive design”—removing items such as CD 
players and built-in garage door openers that studies 
show most drivers don’t use.

Tim Stoehr, Ford’s North American truck regional 
product line manager, told the truck summit audience 
that affordability concerns spurred the revival of the 
Ranger midsize pickup in 2019.

“Affordability is a challenge because the market 
growth of the pickup market and the premium segment 
has just gone like this (upward),” Stoehr said. “And with 
the addition of all these semiautonomous technologies 
that consumers want, it also drives the price up.

“It’s difficult because an assembly plant would like 
to minimize complexity. But in order to meet all the 
needs of the marketplace and the price points that 
people want, we’re driving some of that [complexity] 
in. So it’s a balancing act, and we have to make really 
hard decisions on what’s standard and what’s not.”

Overall, Weiss remains optimistic about both the 
mass-truck segment and luxury models.

“You will see more higher-end entrants into the 
segment,” he said. “The top end of this segment still 
has some room to grow at lower volumes.”

At a faster pace than what is usual for their industry, 
automakers are adopting relatively new technologies—
think adaptive cruise control, lane-departure warning 
and automatic emergency braking—as standard 
equipment on SUVs and crossovers.

The reason? Consumers are placing more 
importance on safety and convenience features.

“This is indicative of customers that want to use 
these vehicles for personal use moreso than just for 
business applications,” Matt Weiss, president of JATO 
Dynamics North America, told Automotive News.

Moreover, they’re willing to pay more for those 
features. Crossover and SUV customers, he said, “show 
little demand for base offerings.”

Weiss was one of six auto industry thought leaders 
who made presentations at the first 
National Truck Summit recently hosted by 
the Twin Cities Auto Show in Minneapolis. 
The Greater Metropolitan Automobile 
Dealers Association of Minnesota and 
Automotive News sponsored the event.

The numbers Weiss presented vividly 
tell the story. In 2010, for example, a 
scant 0.4 percent of SUV and crossover 
models included automatic emergency 
braking as standard equipment. By 2019, 
that adoption rate had risen to nearly 60 
percent, according to figures from JATO, 
which helps automakers price and spec vehicles.

A similar dynamic occurred in the take rate for lane-
departure warning technology, which jumped to 53 
percent in 2019 from zero in 2010. And during the same 
period, the penetration rate for adaptive cruise control 
jumped to 36.5 percent from a mere 0.3 percent.

SLOWER TAKE RATES FOR TRUCKS
At the same time, these semiautonomous 

technologies aren’t being adopted nearly as quickly in 
pickups. 

Take the adoption rate for automatic emergency 
braking as standard equipment on all pickup models, 
which rose to just below 32 percent in 2019 from zero 
in 2010. Furthermore, the penetration rate for lane-
departure warning was substantially lower during the 
same time period, creeping up to slightly more than 18 
percent from zero. And the adoption rate for adaptive 
cruise control in 2019 was just 13 percent, compared 
with zero in 2010.

Why? Compared to SUV and CUV customers, 
pickup customers in general are more 
interested in base models with no frills, 
Weiss said.

However, that dynamic was 
completely different for some of the top-
selling pickups in 2019: The Ford F-150 
(897,000 units sold), Dodge Ram 1500 
(634,000), Chevrolet Silverado 1500 
(573,000) and Toyota Tundra (112,000), 
according to JATO figures.

Between seven trim levels and 
numerous options, the F-150 offers 
consumers a staggering number of build 
configurations—more than 1 billion—yes, 

that’s “billion” with a “b”—including dealer-installed 
options. 

Next is the Ram 1500, with hundreds of millions of 
configurations. Rounding out the list is the Silverado 
with millions and the Tundra with thousands, JATO 
data show.

A COMPLEX 
EQUATION As the adoption of technology 

quickens, affordability 
questions emerge

“Customers want to 
use these vehicles 

for personal use 
moreso than 

just for business 
applications.”

- Matt Weiss
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CULTURAL SHIFT
But that changed dramatically in the 1990s when 

two industry leaders—Ford and Dodge—reshaped 
expectations of what a pickup could and should be. 
At Dodge, the big bang occurred in 1994 with the 
introduction of the second-generation Ram pickup, 
widely credited as the catalyst for transforming the 
industry.

With its four-door extended cab, muscular lines 
and more ergonomic and roomy cabin, Dodge created 
a truck that looked at home whether it was sitting 
in a farmyard or parked in a suburban driveway or 
mall parking lot. A surge in U.S. sales refl ected its 
widespread popularity: 240,000 units in 1994, 410,999 
in 1995 and almost 480,000 in 1996.

“The 1994 Ram really brought in this styling 
aspect—made you think of a truck a little differently,” 
Nagode said. 

As pickups continued to evolve, they strove to 
match the desire of consumers for more room for 
families, more space to haul things and improved 
comfort for job commutes, in addition to enjoying 
travel and adventure on the side.

“It’s also about homeownership,” Nagode said. “A 
truck gives you that feeling of empowerment that you 
can go out and do everything you want at home. Then 
came hobbies and travel and everything that comes 
with getting out there and enjoying life … and it all 
naturally pointed to the abilities of trucks.”

Ford followed suit in 1999 with the introduction of a 
redesigned F-150, fashioned as more of a family truck 
but still a more-than-capable workhorse. 

“That was a really big milestone,” Tim Stoehr, Ford’s 
North American truck regional product line manager, 
told summit attendees. “It really took off. That was the 
fi rst time we ever offered leather in any pickup truck.

“Pickup trucks were kind of bland. But when you 
started to add some of those amenities that people 
had in luxury vehicles or in other cars, consumers are 
like, ‘Well, maybe I’ll get a truck.’ That’s what really 
started to drive personal-use pickup trucks and SUV 
ownership.”

COMFORTS OF HOME
That family-oriented trend continues today, said 

Nagode, pointing to the most recent iteration of the 
Ram cab, which grew 4 inches. 

“It’s been interesting to see the cab and the box 
and how they’ve done this dance of sorts over the 
years in terms of the cab growing bigger and the box 
shrinking a little bit,” he said.

Perhaps the best refl ection of this emphasis on 
families and creature comforts is the center console 
in Ram trucks, along with the brand’s three-pronged 
design emphasis: storage, function and technology. 

“It’s really the hallmark of the interior—almost like 
an entire interior by itself,” Nagode said.

The center console features fi ve charging ports, 
including higher-speed USB-C capability; a shelf that 
holds two cellphones; and concealed storage areas, 
revealed by sliding open trays or the main lid. A 15-
inch laptop fi ts inside the console.

Overall, there’s about 39 liters of storage just in 
the center console, Nagode said, not to mention a 
Jumbotron-ish 12-inch touchscreen display on the 
dashboard.

Refi ned and authentic fl ourishes such as wood 
and leather also enhance the family-room-on-wheels 
aesthetic. The Ram Laramie Longhorn edition, for 
instance, features a Longhorn emblem burned into 
the upper glovebox.

“You can actually feel it with your fi ngernails—it’s 
literally an actual branding iron,” Nagode said. “It’s that 
kind of attention to detail … that got people thinking 
and talking, and it really has changed the culture of 
the pickup truck.”

A LOOK AHEAD
What will automakers do to keep fanning the 

fl ames of consumers’ passion for pickups? More trim 
lines and special editions are one possibility, said 
Tim Sackett, executive program manager for trucks 
at Toyota Motor North America. He noted that the 
automaker recently rolled out Nightshade editions of 
the Tundra and Tacoma pickups.

“Special editions keep interest up and allow 
customers to see themselves in different aspects in 
their vehicle,” Sackett said. 

In terms of interiors, Nagode said, Ram will 
keep “pushing and pushing and pushing” to meet 
consumers’ ever-changing expectations.

“Consumers are becoming well-educated,” he said. 
“Pinterest has blown up everything, in that sense. 
It makes my job tougher because obviously, people 
are more discerning about what their vehicle needs 
to have because their house always has something 
better, right?

“Things will be forever changing. We’ve just got to 
keep driving on designs that are really far-reaching and 
getting out there.”

Given Americans’ ever-burgeoning love affair with 
pickups, it’s hard to imagine that the truck-consumer 
relationship of nearly 100 years ago represented more 
of an arranged, dispassionate marriage than an all-out 
romance.

When John and Horace Dodge introduced their 
fi rst pickup-ish truck in 1917—a simple, screen-sided 
vehicle aimed at farmers—the relationship equation 
was simple and businesslike: If the owner maintained 
the truck, it would deliver utility.

The same was true of the fi rst pickup produced 
by Ford Motor Co.—the 1925 Model T Runabout, a 
no-frills, functional beast of burden. In 1928, the fi rst 
standard-size truck bed—designed to accommodate 
4-by-8-foot sheets of plywood—was created for 
commercial use, further enhancing the pickup’s bona 
fi des as a utility vehicle. 

“Plywood really defi ned the bed of the truck and 
what it could haul,” the chief designer of Ram Trucks 
at Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, Ryan Nagode, told an 
audience recently at the fi rst National Truck Summit. 
The event was hosted by the Twin Cities Auto Show 

in Minneapolis and sponsored 
by the Greater Metropolitan 
Automobile Dealers 
Association of Minnesota 
and Automotive News. 

The pickup’s stature 
has been growing ever 
since. The truck was 
adopted by the military 
as well as by contractors 
who, like farmers and 
ranchers years earlier, saw 
value in the sturdy vehicles 
and the utility they provided.

In the 1960s and ’70s, 
pickups were characterized by stiff-
spring suspensions and ubiquitous bench seats. As 
for styling and interior bells and whistles that would 
eventually woo car-minded consumers, nothing much 
to see here—just move along.

PICKUPS:
A LOVE STORY
A new emphasis on eye-pleasing design and family features sparked a deep romance

NAGODE
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What else did the IHS Markit survey reveal about 
what tech-minded consumers desire? Here’s a brief 
rundown of the most-wanted technologies, along 
with the percentage of consumers who want them 
and, of those consumers, how many are willing to pay 
for them, respectively:

• Wireless charging for digital devices, which would 
make driving safer by eliminating hunting or 
fumbling with cords while driving: 75%/32%.

• Speech recognition or voice commands, which 
would improve safety by reducing the need to 
search for commands on touchscreens and so 
forth: 71%/33%. 

• Head-up display, which also would improve safety 
by putting essential data in a driver’s line of sight: 
71%/32%.

• Over-the-air updates, a time-saving convenience 
that would minimize service visits: 67%/72%.

• In-vehicle Wi-Fi: 72%/37%.

A TECH-TONIC SHIFT
As consumers demand more innovations, affordability issues spur new fi nancing trends

While the auto industry faces many uncertainties 
these days, one thing is certain: Don’t underestimate 
consumers’ appetite for technology. And 
in some cases, that hunger for ever-more 
innovative bells and whistles surprises even 
industry experts.

Take, for example, digital keys, a 
technology that allows people to start, lock 
and unlock vehicles with their smartphones. 
In an IHS Markit survey of 1,000 consumers 
interested in buying a new vehicle, 60% 
already want the technology, said Mark 
Boyadjis, global technology leader for 
automotive advisory services at IHS, a 
global market research fi rm.

“I am actually astounded that we have enough 
awareness of what a digital key even is—and that 60% 
of these people already are interested,” Boyadjis told 

attendees recently at the fi rst National Truck Summit. 
The event was hosted by the Twin Cities Auto Show 

in Minneapolis and sponsored by the 
Greater Metropolitan Automobile Dealers 
Association of Minnesota and Automotive 
News.

“And what’s even more interesting,” 
Boyadjis said, “is that 64% say it should 
be standard—that the key fob should be 
removed in favor of a digital architecture.” 

The takeaway here? “Consumers want 
their connected lifestyle at home to remain 
intact while they’re in the car,” Boyadjis 
told Automotive News. “But [automakers] 

struggle to be quick enough and agile enough to 
address customer [technology] trends … and adopt 
those technologies before buyers defect to another 
brand that has them.”

IMPROVING SAFETY, CONVENIENCE
Head-up display is an intriguing technology. Similar 

to “smart” eyeglasses, it projects essential data—such 
as vehicle speed, operational warnings or indicator 
arrows for navigation—that “fl oat” above the hood in 
the windshield fi eld, right in a driver’s line of vision.

It’s not new technology; General Motors offered 
head-up display on some 1988 Pontiac Cutlass 
Supreme and Grand Prix models. On a limited basis, 
Nissan, Toyota, Chevrolet, Cadillac and BMW offered 
the technology on and off for the next 15 years.

But head-up display never gained traction because of 
its high cost and the ungainly size of the componentry.

“The technology didn’t provide much added value 
for the cost,” Boyadjis said. “But now costs have 
plummeted as the technology became cheaper to 
produce. And it’s also smaller, thus enabling access to 
more vehicles where HUD couldn’t fi t in the past.

“All of that will enable HUDs in larger volumes in 
more types of cars.” 

More than 175 nameplates globally now offer head-
up displays, Boyadjis said.

Some of these connectivity technologies also 
will provide a gateway for dealers to provide mobility 
services. For instance, over-the-air technology could 
lead to wireless performance enhancements for 
consumers that need, say, optimized battery effi ciency 
for long road trips, Boyadjis said.

Some updates could be enabled through a paywall, 
which would be attractive to dealers searching for 
additional revenue in the face of declining new-car 
sales, he said. 

HIGHER PRICES, LONGER-TERM LOANS
Adding so many high-tech features and trim lines 

to trucks—not to mention better reliability, versatility, 
performance and fuel economy—has vastly broadened 
the popularity and appeal of those features to 
consumers.

But the fl ip side of popularity is skyrocketing prices. 
From 2009 to 2019, for example, the average purchase 
price of a full-size pickup leaped 43% to $49,888 from 
$34,987, according to the Edmunds Truck Report 2020.

To make trucks more affordable, consumers 
increasingly are turning to 84-month loans or leasing 
vehicles, said Erin Klepaski, executive director of 
strategic alliances at Ally Financial Inc. While speaking 
during a panel discussion at the summit, Klepaski noted 
that 84-month loans now represent about 18% of the 
market, with 45% of those loans attributed to pickups.

Furthermore, trucks now hold their value better, she 
said, pointing to a 10% improvement in residual values 

during the past 10 years. As a 
result, 84-month-loans aren’t 
such a “scary thing” because 
customers can trade in 
their trucks in the 36-to-42-
month range without being 
harmed by negative equity, 
Klepaski said.

“However, it has to be 
the right product for the right 
buyer,” she said. “This is not a 
subprime product. It is a cash-fl ow 
management product. But if that value 
position was to change, 84 months no longer would be 
the right product.”

INCREASES IN LEASES
Higher residual values also have made leasing more 

attractive. In 2010, leases represented less than 3% of 
the pickup market; today it’s in the high teens. 

“Those higher values and the versatility of the 
product—and the higher MSRPs—have driven that 
trend,” Klepaski told the audience at the truck summit.

As for vehicle subscriptions—all-inclusive plans 
that cover the monthly payment, insurance and 
maintenance, with the ability to swap in and out of 
different vehicles annually or more frequently—Klepaski 
doesn’t see them as viable quite yet. Ally has tested 
several subscription models but hasn’t found one that 
works, she said.

Concurring with that observation is Matt Weiss, 
president of JATO Dynamics North America, which 
helps automakers price and spec vehicles. On the other 
hand, Weiss said, millennials, who could eventually buy 
more cars, are comfortable with subscription models.

“But I think there are a lot of moving pieces there 
that have to be watched by everyone,” he said.

WHAT ELSE DID THE IHS MARKIT SURVEY REVEAL ABOUT 
WHAT TECH-MINDED CONSUMERS DESIRE?

Here’s a brief rundown of the most-wanted technologies, along with the percentage of consumers 
who want them and, of those consumers, how many are willing to pay for them, respectively:

which would make driving safer by eliminating hunting 
or fumbling with cords while driving

WIRELESS CHARGING FOR DIGITAL DEVICES
which would make driving safer by eliminating hunting 

or fumbling with cords while driving

SPEECH RECOGNITION/VOICE COMMANDS

which also would improve safety 
by putting essential data in a 

driver’s line of sight

HEAD-UP DISPLAY
a time-saving convenience that 

would minimize service visits

OVER-THE-AIR UPDATES IN-VEHICLE Wi-Fi
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“Consumers want 
their connected 

lifestyle at home to 
remain intact while 
they’re in the car.”

- Mark Boyadjis
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75%   32% 71%   33%

71%   32% 67%   72% 72%   37%
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choices at an affordable price point that makes sense 
for them.” 

Speed and performance also pose challenges, 
although some vehicles have already cracked the 
codes. Consider the Rivian R1T, which goes from 0 to 
60 mph in three seconds. Or the electrified 
Ford F-150 prototype, which towed more 
than 1 million pounds worth of freight cars 
for 1,000 feet in a Montreal railroad yard. A 
video of the feat in July 2019 has racked up 
more than 2,.2 million views on YouTube.

“People have seen electric cars go 
fast, but they have to be able to do work,” 
Stoehr told the audience. “That million 
pounds that we towed in that railyard in 
Montreal caught a lot of people’s attention and just got 
them thinking again.”

WATTS AVAILABLE?
A lack of charging-station infrastructure also 

could give consumers pause, but progress is being 
made, albeit slowly. Sackett expects public-private 
partnerships to finance some of these ventures. 
But he concedes it’s a tricky, chicken-and-egg-type 
proposition in terms of what comes first—acceptance 
of electrified vehicles or development of a network of 
charging stations in anticipation of such acceptance. 

As for marketing, Weiss said new entrants can take 
different paths as they move forward. One centers on 
appealing to hardcore truck enthusiasts, but that will 
require a compelling reason for longtime fans of the 
internal-combustion engine to go electric.

“Another route is to create a market 
space that doesn’t exist,” Weiss said. “In 
this case, it would be more like a different 
kind of buyer … probably in the millennial 
age range. But either path will require a 
core or enthusiast-type customer to gain 
adoption.”

Stoehr said it will be easier to 
sell electrified trucks to commercial 
customers than consumers. Why? Less 

concern about range anxiety.
“Commercial customers know exactly what their 

drive cycles are, and then you can optimize the battery 
for them,” Stoehr said. In addition, electrified trucks can 
help many companies meet sustainability plans and 
other environmental goals.

The bottom line: The companies that adjust best to 
market and technological changes will succeed, Weiss 
said.

“It appears we’re entering a decade where agility 
and adaptability are the keys for success for anyone in 
this room,” he said. “It’s actually a really exciting time, if 
you look at it from that lens of opportunity.”

The 2020s are shaping up as the decade in which 
electrified light trucks finally gain traction in—if not 
radically alter—the automotive world.

And just to make it interesting, more than just legacy 
automakers are competing. A cadre of brash upstarts 
is crowding onto the battlefield as well as pushing 
the envelope—and more-established automakers—in 
design and technology. 

That’s the overriding message gleaned from 
presentations by industry experts at the recent 
National Truck Summit. The Twin Cities Auto Show in 
Minneapolis hosted the event, which was sponsored 
by the Greater Metropolitan Automobile Dealers 
Association of Minnesota and Automotive News.

Tesla has generated a lot of industry debate with 
its radical and polarizing Cybertruck, unveiled in 
November. 

But lured by high profit margins, other hungry 
entrants are joining the field with sexy and provocative 
products: the Endurance from Lordstown Motor Corp., 
Atlis Motor’s XT and Nikola Motor Corp.’s Badger. Or 
the Rivian R1T pickup and R1S SUV and the B1 SUV and 
B2 pickup from Bollinger Motors.

PROTECTING THEIR TURF
Legacy automakers are responding in kind. Ford 

Motor Co. recently announced the latest development 
in its $11.5 billion investment in electrification: an 
all-electric version of the popular Transit cargo van, 
available in 2022.

“It’s a game-changer,” Tim Stoehr, Ford’s North 
American truck regional product line manager, told 
summit attendees. Ford also has an electrified Mustang 
Mach-E crossover and F-150 pickup in the works.

In addition, General Motors recently announced it 
will produce 10 new electric trucks and SUVs, said Matt 
Weiss, president of JATO Dynamics North America, 

which helps automakers price and spec vehicles. 
“One reporter that was in the room [during a GM 

press event] described them as ‘big and bad-ass,’ ” 
Weiss said.

With six hybrid models in addition to a hydrogen 
fuel-cell electric car called the Mirai, Toyota Motor 
Corp. plans to increase sales of electrified vehicles to 
15 percent of overall North American deliveries in 2020, 
compared with 13 percent in 2019. And beyond that, 
Toyota’s goal is 25 percent by 2025, said Jay Sackett, 
executive program manager for trucks at Toyota Motor 
North America.

“It’s exciting to see,” Sackett said, adding that 
the number of new manufacturers speaks to the 
opportunities the electrified-truck segment offers. “It’ll 
be very interesting to see how the product lineup of 
these powertrains improves and plays out over time,” 
he said.

CHALLENGES REMAIN
It’s not all unicorns and rainbows, however. As Weiss 

pointed out, electrified trucks still must overcome 
obstacles such as range anxiety, limited access to 
charging and service points, and reliability.

Another issue is cost, he said, noting that the prices 
of the new startup entrants are at the higher end of the 
current market. JATO data show the prices range from 
$40,000 for a lower-end Cybertruck to $125,000 for a 
Bollinger B2, before government incentives and other 
discounts. 

At the same time, option packages appear to be 
less robust than those found on comparable trucks 
with internal-combustion engines, Weiss said.

It’s challenging for manufacturers to handle all the 
complexities of building various powertrain platforms 
while still keeping costs in check, said Ford’s Stoehr. 
“The market wants choices,” he said, “but they want 

Get ready for a parade of electrified green machines to jolt the light-truck market

AMPING UP 
PRODUCTION

“We’re entering a 
decade where agility 
and adaptability are 

the keys for success.”
- Matt Weiss
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